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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (44)

Dear Ciro,
Regarding my next year's Solar Return Saturn on the 2nd/3rd cusp.
Birthplace: New Hyde Park, NY (40.44N 73.45W)
Birthtime: 9/3/1984 11:39 AM Eastern Daylight Savings Time
Place of Return: Fresh Meadows, NY (40.45N 73.47AM).
Do you know what Mercury conjunct the Virgo ascendant from the
12th house might be?
Thank you for your patience,
Michael

Dear Michael,
but why do you want to hurt you?
You worry yourself about Saturn on the 2^/3 ^ Houses' cusp and you
fear Mercury in the 12^ House, but you don't worry yourself about the
Sun in the first House that is very worse than these positions and it is a
great deal similar to an Ascendant in the 12^ House or to Mars in the First
House.
I understand that you have tried to place Mars and Saturn in 3^ House
without removing the values of X House, but we can get this without
leaving the Sun in the I House: my suggestion, as you see from the
graph, is for Houston in Texas.
Your schedule should be precise to the minute, but if you are not
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certain of this, moved slightly more to west.
Warm wishes.

Next ASR For Michael In Fresh Meadows NY 2012

Next ASR For Michael Houston Texas 2012

***

Caro Ciro,
but I will not engage in any research until I graduate from my study
and fully trained as a clinician, and as part of my study, I need to spend
half of the time in the hospital as a student, interacting with patients and
superiors (senior interns, doctors, administrators that in the long-term
can give me right recommendations and even refer me to a good job after
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I graduate) or vice versa, that last year, when I had the lunar return ASC
in 12th house, one of the staff told the senior surgeon I was joking with
some interns about him, and then the next thing I noticed is his resident
students (I wonder why they suddenly so nice to me and try to find out
which floor I am on, and trying to talk to me) told the head doctor in the
emergency room some of the bad experience I had when I'm in rotation
in the emergency room that I told them about, and the shame is I didn't
even find out the connection until the damage has been done. And in the
future, will I ever want to go back to that hospital and work?
probably not. But it is definitely a good lesson to learn.
SR ASC in 10th seems to magnify everything I do, good or bad. And
yes, in helping my exams, I have put venus in III house of LR a couples
of times, it does work like magic.
But for other aspects of my work, will it be 10th house matter or
more of 11th house matter? I think I'm getting hooked by SR ASC in
10th house in that, I think more people in the field know me (of course
only the good things about me), it will help me get matched in the specialty
I want to get into after graduation.
Deva

Dear Deva,
don't sadden yourself because the values of 12^ House always bring
"stabs in the back"... People as you exist, that think studying and to do
research and others that think in the night as to use the knife in the back
of the others because they are poisonous snakes...
Relatively to the Ascendant in the X House of the Aimed Solar Return,
as I have written a lot of times, it I succeed to explaining it through an
enormous practice but I am not able to explain it totally.
You, don't take however big risks, this I can assure to you. I desire to
tell you a brief episode happened in our blog where we do true Astrology
and not "wishy washy all rosey predictions" as our English colleague
Kim says. An Italian important physician asked us help for an Aimed
Solar Return "because he wanted to improve his own career".
However he didn't tell us that he was investigated by the Law. In lack
of this information I positioned him the Ascendant in the X House and he
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was imprisoned returning from his birthday trip... But you not to fear
because in your closed future everything will go well.
Best wishes.
***

Dear Mr Discepolo,
As per our conversation earlier I am posting my request regarding
SR here.
Birth details - 13.04.1975, 8.10am, Kanpur, India (26n28,80e20)
Solar Return (2012) - Edinburgh, Scotland (55n03, 3w11)
Mars in the 8th house of SR is worrisome.
Is there a remedy I can use with Aimed Lunar Return to change or at
least make the affect of all a bit milder.
Your interpretation of the SR and any guidance for LR (due to my
work and other stringent restrictions it would be practically impossible
for me to travel anywhere else except the UK this year.)
Thank you so much for your time and care.
regards, Alfred

Dear Alfred,
I have been sorry that you have not succeeded in reaching Galway as
I recommended you.
Choosing Edinburg you have chosen an enough heavy position
because you have positioned Mars on the VII/8^ Houses cusp and
therefore very heavier than Mars in 8^ (without thinking to 3 Celestials in
the First House).
I believe that this, together with the Ascendant in the 8^ SR House,
will make you quarrel in the actual place of employment and you will be
forced to change job.
You will have different small exits of extra money during the year and
you will also have a climate of greater "war" around you.
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Nevertheless you don't have to dramatize because nobody has ever
died with this position...
I don't recommend you to make Aimed Lunar Returns because, in
this situation, they would not be useful you to anything.
In my book "Aimed Solar and Lunar Returns", www.amazon.com,
you will find many suggestions on as to exorcize Mars in VII and in
8^ House.
For this year the situation has gone badly, but from next year, you will
see that we will always find a good solution, if we will move there with a
few months of advance.
Best wishes.

Edinburg Britain ASR 2012 For Alfred

***

Dear Ciro,
For May, Veracruz.
Thank you.
John from Buffalo
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Dear John,
if you are looking for your next Aimed Lunar Return, Veracruz is not
possible because Saturn is closer to Mid Heaven.
Detroit, Michigan, can be o good solution.
Best wishes.

Detroit MI ALR May 2012 For John

Veracruz ALR May 2012 For John

Very good, thank you.
John from Buffalo
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Dear John,
it was a pleasure for me.
***

Dear Ciro,
Are the Lunar Returns most active when the moon transits over the
Lunar Return Ascendant?
What would be the effect of Lunar Return Pluto conjunct midheaven,
while Lunar Return Ascendant is conjunct the Sun?
(Pluto ruling the 8th house in this lunar return)
(Sun ruling the 5th house)
I am describing my current 6th house return.
Deep thanks as always,
Michael

Dear Michael,
described so it is a quitz.
It is always preferable to point out all the elements of the sky of
return because our is a judgment based on the rules and not on the
suppositions.
Nevertheless, in an ALR of this type the Sun in the First or in the
12^ House makes to disappear the whole rest because it is very worse
than every other thing.
Best regards.
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